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Reconstruction of long-term instrumental series.
Rainfall data series for Barcelona (NE Spain), 1786-2013
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Detection and rescue of long instrumental data series
has increasing interest because they help on analysis
of climatic variability and meteorological severe events.
In this research field, we present the oldest rainfall
series of the Spanish State: Barcelona, 1786-2013

1. METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVERS
GENERATING DATA

2. ORGANIZATION AND EVALUATION OF DATA
Data Collection

-- 19th century is a transition period.
- Doctors maintain meteorological
observation until 1885.
- University of Barcelona (UB) started observation
during 1850s into officially coordinated state initiative.
-- 20th century is a dispersion period.
- Official observation is maintained in UB until 1936.
- State Meteorological Office moved observatory
frequently between 1936-1992 into Barcelona.
- 1992 official measurement is moved to Airport.
- Different private observers started very
interesting and rigorous observational initiatives.
- Academy of Sciences built Fabra Astronomical
Observatory in 1913. Meteorology is well managed
producing a fine and continuous data series.
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3. RECONSTRUCTION OF COMPLETE
RAINFALL DATA SERIES
Final Rainfall Series

Dr. Francesc Salvà (1751-1828).
First meteorological observer
of Barcelona city (1780->)
Source: www.enciclopedia.cat

-- Most of the data are preserved on unedited documentary
sources and local newspaper (Diario de Barcelona)
-- Digitization and organization of data has required
long time of work in different archives and libraries,
supported by funding projects of the European Commission
(ADVICE) and the Catalan Meteorological Service

First meteorological
observation of Barcelona,
January 1780.
Source: Academy of Medicine
of Catalonia, Dr. F. Salvà,
"Tablas Meteorológicas", vol. 1.

Historical context:
-- Enlightenment (late 17th - late 18th centuries)
was a period of consistent development of
scientific initiatives.
- Demographic growing provoked severe
problems in urban areas. Doctors were very
concerned, promoting environmental observation
and instrumental meteorological measurements.
- Academies of Science and Medicine
promoted in Barcelona consolidation of
continuous observation and dissemination of results
on local newspapers. This coordinated but private
effort started in January 1764 (250 years ago).

Generalitat de
Catalunya

Composition of series
Newspaper
"Diario de Barcelona"

The final series has been
composed taking data
from 6 observatories in
Barcelona. The data from
the last 110 years, is
provided by Fabra
Observatory (412m a.s.l.),
due to the continuity and
quality of the series, and
the absence of a single
series in the city itself.

Academy of Sciences of Barcelona.
Source: www.racab.es

Main building of University of Barcelona.
Firsts official measurements were located
in a observatory on Left Tower.
Source: www.ub.edu

-- Once breakpoints are detected, the correction (and gap filling) of
the final series has been made by using the most correlated nearby
series (>0.50).
Rainfall Series
1. Teià
2. Barcelona_2*
3. Alella
4. Vilafranca del Penedès
5. Sabadell
6. Vilert
7. Vilanova i la Geltrú
8. Perpinyà/Perpignan
9. Mataró
10. Portvendres
11. Tortosa
12. Marseille
13. La Guingueta d’Ix
14. Cap Biarre
15. Ceret
16. Milano
17. Genova
18. Toulouse
19. Carcaixent/València
20. Madrid
21. Zaragoza
22. Cádiz San Fernando
23. Lyon
24. Murcia
25. Padova

Temporal
Coverage
1900-2004
1855-1885
1905-1994
1888-2013
1896-1936
1867-1919
1895-1956
1833-2012
1884-1971
1875-1936
1892-2013
1786-2013
1865-1915
1876-1936
1875-1916
1786-2000
1833-2008
1809-2013
1837-1994
1841-1994
1858-1994
1805-2000
1841-1995
1865-1994
1786-1981

Correlation
coefficient
0.85
0.75
0.74
0.69
0.64
0.64
0.63
0.63
0.61
0.55
0.51
0.50
0.47
0.46
0.42
0.24
0.20
0.20
0.19
0.18
0.17
0.15
0.15
0.14
0.10

* Barcelona 2 is a combination of three short rainfall series

Reference rainfall series used in homogeneity assessment, indicating temporal coverage and Pearson (R) correlation coefficient with
Barcelona series (table) and its geographical distribution (map).

Geographical location of the observatories used for the final
composition of the series

Quality control and breakpoint detection

Fabra Astronomic and Meteorologic
Observatory (dependent of Academy of
Sciences of Barcelona)
Source: www.acom.cat

-- The monthly and annual series has been tested for quality, trying to
detect and remove outliers from the final series (those values exceeding
75th percentile value + 5 IQR) and using a visual inspection of the series
compared with nearby series.
-- The homogeneity testing has used HOMER approach (Mestre et al.
2013). The main difficulty has been the availability of rainfall series
covering the whole period, specially for the period 1786-1840. For
breakpoint detection, the whole network has been used.

Metadata:

Annual homogenized precipitation series (blue bars), together with a low pass filter (solid black line) in Barcelona (1787-2013).

-- The annual precipitation series during the study period (1787-2013) shows a
non significant trend. Its mean value is 612 ± 158 mm. The maximum is
recorded in 1971 (1123 mm) and the minimum in 1817 (230 mm).
-- This latter year (1817) was
dominated by very strong
anticyclonic conditions, possibly
related to the Tambora tropical
eruption (i.e. 1815) that increased
Equator-Pole temperature gradient
(i.e. jetstream and westerlies are
stronger).

-- Early observational period (1780-1884) managed by doctors
has strong problems of metadata. Observatories are well located,
but instruments remain unidentified.
-- 1827-1845 is recorded in Castile Inches (1'' = 23.22 mm).
-- 1786-1827 is recorded with unknown pluviometer.
Different options:
- Barcelona Inch (1'' = 21.61 mm)
- Paris Inch (1'' = 26.15 mm)
- Water Paris Inch (1'' = 27.07 mm), which is the most likely unit
Temporal coverage of nearby series network

Breakpoint detection diagram for Barcelona rainfall
series. Three breakpoints are detected and confirmed
by metadata: 1826, 1876 and 1914 (HOMER)

Annual reconstructed SLP (Luterbacher et al., 2002) anomalies (hPa) for
1817 with respect to the 1787-1999 reference period (© Climate Explorer)
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